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Administration Refuses To Make Announcement

Commencement Speaker To Be Kept Secret Until Graduation
vealing the speaker are two fold.
Security for a major speaker requires

government administrator. If the University follows a policy of never announcing graduation speaker in the
same way that Harvard does, it would

that the announcement not be made
until soon before the ceremony. Early
announcement of a major speaker

facilitate having a President or Vice

could draw large crowds of people in
no way connected to the graduates or
the school.
“It seems reasonable for a policy of
not announcing the commencement
speaker for an institution such as

Georgetown,”

Gibney

stated. “Since

we are located in the District, there
might be occasions when we could
have the President or Vice President
as the graduation speaker,” she explained. In such cases the announce-

ment

could

not be made

until late.

“If we fail to ‘announce the speaker
in only one year, the natural assumption would be that it was a high level

'

rate ceremonies for the
schools that there would
room

to seat

invited

individual
be ample

guests

and

un-

invited interested by standers. In this
case there would probably be little
problem

in

announcing

the

speaker

President here for commencement.”
To me, "Gibney added, “the more
important reason is that the under-

previous to the ceremony.

graduates have asked not to have sepa-

announcement

rate commencements.” With the limit-

year when it was revealed that Mother

ed amount of space available and the

Theresa

fact that graduation usually draws
twelve to fourteen thousand family
members and guests of graduates. "1
do not see it as. appropriate if the
parents and friends could not be seated,” she continued. “It’s not right to
increase the crowd with outsiders when
we have a hard enough time seating

speaker in early February. Administra-

The policy of not making an advance

of

was not followed last

Calcutta

would

tion sources explained

be

the

that this was

done because the time of the ceremony

would

have

to be changed

in order

to facilitate her schedule. They felt
that this was sufficient reason to make
an
early
announcement.
Mother
Theresa's presense did attract probably

those connected with the graduates.”

3,000 more people to the graduation

She suggested that if there were sepa-

than originally expected.

N

Graduate School Departments Face

| Elimination By Board Of Directors
Graduation—who

wil be commencement

ment would come

by Mary Prahinski
HOYA

three days prior to

the Sunday Graduation. It is likely that

Editor in Chief

the speaker will not be revealed until

As of late Thursday afternoon, the
administration had not announced the

as late as Sunday morning.

speaker

Charles Meng, Vice President for
Administration and Facilities, formerly

for the

1983

Main

campus

Commencement ceremonies. It had
been rumored that such an announce-

Assistant
to

the President,

when

con-

tacted in Father Healy's Office late
Thursday evening revealed that “the
earliest you can expect an announcement is Saturday afternoon.
Dr. Marie Helene Gibney, Assistant
Vice President for Academic Affairs
stated that the reasons for not re-

Rainsites For Commencement Announced
Special to the HOYA

clement weather, “the decision to move
to the rain sites for Baccalaureate
Mass and Commencement Exercises
will be made no later than 8:00 a.m. on

The Office of the Provost revealed
the following information about rain
sites for Sunday's Main Campus Graduation and Baccalaureate mass. This
is a result of consultations between

Sunday.

The

carried
WMAL,

on radio
stations
and WAVA.
If in

Deans, students and faculty on plan-

please call the University Information

ning this.
There is no one location on campus
which is large enough to house all the

Office at 625-4866," reported a letter
from the Provost's office.
At 11:00 a.m. the ceremonies for

graduates

the College of Arts and Sciences, the
School of Languages and Linguistics,

and

their

guests

for

the

Ceremonies so the commencement
exercises will be separated for each
undergraduate school. In case of in-

by Rosemarie Emanuele
HOYA Staff Writer

Georgetown’s systematic review of
its graduate programs began in the

improve the undergraduate program.”
Noting that in a recent national review,

mid-1970s. The first step was a series

As the result of a two year evaluation, changes were made in George-

“GU’s graduate programs didn’t rank
favorably,” he added. No program has

will be strengthened, 3 will be reshaped

of rigorous reviews of all departments,
each done by scholars from outside
Georgetown. This was followed by a
two-year project which developed revised goals and objectives for each
program. Preceding the Middle States

and reconsidered, 4 were described as
“Wait and see.” 2 will be “Radically
revised” and 7 others will be sus-

Accreditation Visit in 1981 there was
an accelerated faculty self-study of all
the University’s graduate offerings.

speaker?

announcement

the School of Business Administration,
and the School of Summer and Con-

tinuing education will take place. The
Foreign Service School and the Nursing

School's Commencement ceremonies
will then take place at 1:00 p.m.
The ceremonies will be shifted from
Healy Lawn to various locations on
campus in case of rain. Each graduate

was given four tickets for the rain site.
College graduates and summer school
grads will receive their diplomas in the
Tent outside McDonough Arena, Nursing grads in Gaston Hall, Foreign Ser-

vice in McDonough

Provost J. Donald Freeze, S. J. announced in early May that 9 programs

pended.

will be
WRC,
doubt,

town University’s Graduate Programs.

Arena, Business

students in McDonough.

Reactions to the cuts in the graduate

“This is neither a retrenchment nor
a reduction in force,” said Freeze,
“Instead, Georgetown is building upon

programs reached their peak at the
Graduate Student Organization Meet-

its traditions in shaping its own destiny. All its plans look towards the
beginning of the University’s third

were Freeze, Coordinator of Main
Campus Planning, Dr. Dorothy Brown,
Graduate School Dean Richard Schwartz as well as over 150 graduate

century, five
always been
mission and
tinction are

years from now. We have
aware that our primary
our current national disin undergraduate educa-

tion. To respond to that mission and
to strengthen our commitment to excellence, we have recommended that
many of our departments direct their
talent and resouces solely to undergraduate education.”

Homecoming Conflict Turns To Controversy
attempt to plan a unified Homecoming.
They decided that the celebration

FT

em

by Todd Robinson
HOYA Managing Editor

should last a week culminating with a

An attempt.to side-step the problems of Homecoming of last year was
made by the Alumni House Executive:

Board

when

they

established

the

Homecoming Committee. The committee consists of 10 Alumni, 3 Alumni
House representatives, and 8 administrators, Athletic Department members,

ts SE

out to accomplish; bring more alumni

up to oversee this fall's program;
however, Junior Student Senate President Bart Edes and student represen-

from New York down for the festivities,
and
establish
a rivalry
between
Georgetown and Fordham. “The committee concluded that it was great to
have alumni try to create campus
involvement through the use of a
committee,” said Edes. "But they

tative

picked a three-day weekend

and students. The committee was set

to

the

Alumni

House

Anne

Karkkainen shocked the Alumni Board
of Directors by rejecting the committee’s proposal.
According

to Edes,

the committee

met from February through April in an

RA

ep od

Homecoming weekend on October 8,
1983 with a football game against
Fordham University. This would do
the two things that the committee set

(Colum-

bus Day weekend) to do it and this is
not the optimum weekend to start on a
new foot,” he continued.
When the Homecoming Committee
submitted its report to the Board of
Directors on May 14, 1983, Edes and

clearly stated their opposition to having

coming Dance was not under any aus-

Homecoming weekend during the long
weekend. Many of the students on the

pices of the Alumni Association.

committee

1983-84 Editorial Board

including

juniors

Phil

“Homecoming

Committee

Chairman

Rory Quirk was surprised at the
adament opposition to the proposal,”

said

Edes.

chairman

Quirk
of

the

later

resigned

committee.

At

as
the

conclusion of the meeting the Board
of Directors chose to table the report
until early July when they will recon-

vene.

:

After this formal meeting two in-

Main Campus Programs for the Alumni
House, were informative and in the
end somewhat conclusive. It was decided that a recommendation to the

Homecoming

Committee

would

be

Be

made to change the date of the Home-

coming celebration to November 5,
1983. This would include a home game
against St. John’s University. Edes
Bea

commented, “It is quite possible that
the date will remain on October 8

contrary to the goals of the Home-

yo ——

coming Committee to have a unified
Homecoming.”
The past two years have seen the,
annual
Homecoming
celebration
racked with controversy and mismanagement. Last fall, the Homecoming
Dance which was rumored to be can-

Coe

celled was finally held in time. The

Te

er

communication lines between Associate Athletic Director Jeffrey Fogelson, Director of Student Activities
Walter Cramer, and former Student
‘Entertainment Commission chairman

re

or

A

* Paul Pino seemed to be tangled as all
three gave
mix-up.

A scene from Monday's Senior Crawl

different

that the Home-

reasons

for the

The problem was exacerbated by
the disunity of the Alumni House and
the SEC. Last September, Maureen

GSO President Joe Camepa opened
the meeting with a review of recent
developments, acknowledging that GU
has been in the proces of self review
for several years (since 1979). However

ket improve for
Dean of the
‘chard Schwartz
ing the graduate

such programs.
Graduate School Ricontinued by classifyprograms into several

categories. Those programs “desig
nated for excellence” are: History,
Arab Studies, Arabic, MSFES, Chemis-

try, Spanish, MBA,

English and Lin-

guistics. Government. Philosophy and
Economics programs are “considered
integral to GU but required more work.

Because of an evaluation of the Biology
Masters and Ph.D. programs no action

was taken. The German, Psychology
and MSA/Taxation programs “are in a
developmental stage; they will be con-

tinued without additional resources,
pending further observation.” He
added that the Latin Area and Russian
Area Studies Program will be required

he questioned the procedures followed
in making the “drastic cuts in graduate
programs” and added that while an

to allow these “phoenix programs” to
start with a clean slate. “No new

area

fall 1984 for programs in Physics,
French, Russian, Chinese/Japanese,

may

need

improvement,

this is

Fr. Freeze then took the podium
apologizing many times for the necessity of the session. Adding that official
notice of the cuts was to be made in
the next week. He pointed out that the
reason for the cuts was “so we can

students

will be

accepted,

Italian, MSA, Portugeuse.
‘Biology
Department
George

Chapman

effective

Chairman

responded

to

Freeze's statements by questioning the
procedure used for making the decision. He noted that the original comcontinued on page 3

HOY A Elects New Board Of Editors
Mary Prahinski (CAS ’85) has become the eighty-ninth Editor-In-Chief
of The HOYA, the Georgetown University student paper since 1920, in
elections this month.
Prahinski, an economics major from
Washington, D.C., is the sixth woman
to occupy the editor's seat in the pa-

per’s history, but the fourth in the last

formal meetings were held to discuss
the controversial date. The meetings,
held by Nancy Raskin, Director of

students.

all together.

Cooney told the HOYA

and Philip “Flip” Casper, as
Director of Student Activities
Cramer were in opposition to
the celebration on October 8.

10. Present at the meeting

- not a reason to suspend the program

Karkkainen, non-committee members,

Inglima
well as,
Walter
having

ing on May

been closed, but merely suspended
and could be revived should the mar-

six years.

She

replaces

John

Reagan

(SBA '84), an accounting major from
Dallas, Tex. who served as Editor-InChief in 1982-83. Reagan declined a
third term as Editor to serve the paper
in an advisory capacity as well as to
improve the paper's finances.
Todd Robinson (SES '85), an international affairs major from Fanwood,
N.J., is the new Managing Editor.
Robinson previously served as Layout,
News, and Contributing Editor for The
HOYA in his last two years on the
paper. He replaces graduating Don
Bruckner (CAS ’'83), who retires his
“Mr. Moose” column to pursue legal
studies at the Univ. of New Mexico
School of Law in Albuquerque this
fall.
Anne Karkkainen (CAS 86), from
Albuquerque, N.M., is News Editor
for the fall term. Joining Karkkainen

will be Kathy McShea (CAS 85), as
Viewpoint Editor, Jim Horan (CAS
'86) as Features Editor, Scott Peeples
(CAS '85) as Arts Editor, and Quin
Hillyer (CAS °'86) as Sports Editor.
Handling advertising for The HOYA
will be Tom DiFiore, (CAS '85), and
photos will be under the supervision of
Cristina DelSesto (CAS ’86).
Contributing Editors for the fall are

Mitchell
Askew

Wood
(SBA

(CAS
'85),

86), Greg Nemrow

(CAS

tor-In-Chief in 1981, and John Reagan
(SBA

’84), who

is the retiring Editor,

have been given the title of Editors
Emeritus.

In setting the tone for the HOYA of

1983-84, Prahinski remarked
HOYA will continue in the
started by John Reagan. We
to expand and improve the
the coming year.”

that “The
direction
will work
paper in

HOY A Sweeps 83 Bunn
Journalism Competition
Excellence in Journalistic Writing.

by John Reagan
HOY A Editor Emeritus

A HOYA Contributing Editor,
Associate Editor, and seven HOYA
runners-up swept the 1983 Bunn
Journalism Awards of Georgetown

Latham, whose sports columns
range
from
pick-up
basketball
(HOYA, 9/17), to NCAA women's
champion
Suzanne . Kuhlman

(HOYA,

4/22), are regularly seen

on the pages of the HOYA.

Run-

by

ners-up in the competition included

the Office of Public Relations this

John Reagan, Don Bruckner, Peter
Winkler, Fernand Lavallee, Mary
Prahinski, Kara Swisher, and Quin
Hillyer, all of The HOYA.

University,

it was

announced

week.

Mitchell Wood, a sophomore in
the College of Arts and Sciences,
was awarded the Edward B. Bunn,

S.J. Award for the outstanding contribution in a undergraduate publication this year. Wood,

can

Studies

major,

an Ameri-

submitted

a

number of news and commentary
pieces, among them the coverage

of the firing of a Howard Univ.
student editor (HOYA, 2/11) and a
story on Shirley Williams, head of
Britain's Social Democratic Party
(HOYA,

10/8). Wood

will receive

The judges, according to a release
by Director of Public Relations
Wesley J. Christenson, were quite
impressed with the quality of this
year’s entries. One of the judges,
according to Christenson, remarked
that after serving in a similar competition at Columbia University last
week, he found the Georgetown
entries to be superior in quality.
Wood and Latham, the recipients

for his

of in the competition open to all

efforts.
Bill Latham, a junior in the Col-

University students, will be honored

(CAS

'84), Fer-

lege, was awarded the Citation for

ceremony

'83),

Paul

nand Lavalle (CAS 85); and Francis
Slakey
(CAS
'85).
Seniors
Jeff
Scharpf (SBA 84), Chris Midura (SFS
’84), and Bill Latham (CAS '84) have
been chosen as Associate Editors. Len
Shoppa (SES '84), who served as Edi-

George

Bock

$200 and a bronze

medal

and

presented

their awards

later this month.

in a

Page 2, The HOYA
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ROTC Cadets To Be Commissioned Officers Tomorrow
group ranked eigth of 112 participating schools at the First Region (East
Coast) Advanced Camp, a mandatory
summer training session held at Fort
Bragg, North Carolina, during the
summer of 1982. In addition, the
Georgetown Army ROTC detachment
had the most cadets ranked in the top
ten percentile of any school at the
1982 Advanced Camp.
The new officers have been enrolled
in the ROTC program for a minimum
of two years, and have met rigorous
standards of performance for physical

by Barbara Sawyer
Advertising

Manager

Twenty Georgetown University students, as well as seventeen from
George Mason University and the
Consortium, will be commissioned as
second lieutenants in the United States
Army at 9:30 Saturday morning in
Gaston Hall.
The commissionees promise to be
some of the best ever to complete the
Army Reserve Officer Training Corps
(ROTC) program at Georgetown. The

8 minutes
from campus

Meals from $3.65—Lunch from $2.45
The Washington Post, The Washingtonian
Magazine's Top 50 Restaurant Award
1981-82
Lamb, beef, poultry and fish PLUS
Excellent VEGETARIAN menu
.

Open

7 days—Kitchen

open

til 1:30am

training, military skills, and leadership.
The majority of commissionees are
either two or four-year scholarship
recipients; as such, they have incurred
a minimum duty obligation of four
years active duty and two years reserve
duty. The lieutenants’ branch assignments vary from Nurse Corps to Infantry, Military Intelligence to Armor.
Others still will delay their service
until completing post-graduate studies.
Duty assignments range from Germany
to Arizona; the officers will be stationed literally around the world!
Brigadier
General Charles D. Bussey,
Deputy Chief of Public Affairs, Office
of the Secretary of the Army, will
administer the oath of office and address the officers and their guests at
Saturday's
ceremony.
Reverend
Timothy S. Healy, S.J., University
President, will present the commissions. Reverend Lawrence P. Hurley,
S. J. will preside over the ceremony.
The following Georgetown University student will become United States
Army second lieutenants on May 29th.
Karen M. Briggs, Quartermaster
Corps
Donald G. Bruckner, Ordinance

Corps
Brent T. Buckles, Infantry
Charles G. Cooke, Field Artillery
Jonathan D. Giuliano, Military Intelligence
Steven C. Gundman, Military Intelligence

Congratulations
to the

Monica D. Medina, Air Defense
Artillery
Robert K. Myrland, Field Artillery
Lawrence P. Noyes, Military Intelli-

gence
Kevin P. Pennanen, Military Intelli-

gence
Maria J. Pini, Army Nurse Corps
Raymond R. Pring, Air Defense
Artillery
Ferdinand
M.
Raguindin,
Signal
Corps
Christine A. Roskey, Army Nurse
Corps
Barbara A. Sawyer, Army Nurse
Corps
Robert D. Spessert, Infantry
Edward F. Sweeney, Armor
Anthony R. Wade, Signal Corps
JoAnn Yvon, Military Intelligence

Georgetown University Protective
Services (GUPS) officials report that
there were several bicycles stolen in

the past weeks as well as other thefts
and burglaries. They have actively
been involved in patrolling Senior
Week activities.
New North was the sight of two
bicycle thefts. In both instances the
bikes had been secured by locks and
cables which had been cut. Several
students
have
noticed
individuals
standing near bike racks with bolt
cutters, they have not been apprehended though. Student guard Steve
Sakach observed a bicycle wheel being
taken from a rack outside the Inter-

cultural Center (ICC). He radioed for
assistance but was unable to capture
the suspects.
The Center for Contemporary Arab
merous items were taken from the
ICC offices including cassette recorders and over $300 in postage stamps.

Georgetown University
Bookstore

continued from page |
mittee had been assembled to “review
departmental proposals to achieve excellence.” All departments had been
asked to submit proposals to the committee as to how they could improve
their program.
The Review Committee consisted
of 5 faculty members. Drs. Jason Rosenblatt (English), Wallace Erwin (Arabic), William Droms (School of Busi-

ness Administration),
(History)
try) were
and Dr.
dent for
Dean

Peter Dunkley

and Richard Bates (Chemisjoined by Dr. Dorothy Brown,
Joseph Pettit, the Vice PresiPlanning.
Schwartz responded to these

questions saying that “such a key task
is only possible within a general pic-

ture.” This involves evaluating limited
resources available and how to use
these resources effectively. He added
that the Executive Committee of the
Graduate School was not used in the
unusual occasions as its members

would be “Self-interested in the process and

including

them

in would

one another.”
Schwartz continued by explaining
the basis for such a decision. The
quality of the program is evaluated on
the basis of faculty evaluations and
research and the quality of students
such programs attract.

Several file cabinets had been pried
open but it appears that no files were
removed. GUPS is continuing its investigation. There were no signs of

forced entry into the office.
A few days ago several GU students
were apprehended for carrying a stolen
fiberglass Ronald McDonald figure
valued at over $1,000 across campus.
The figure was removed from a Mary-

land McDonald's

in early April and

GUPS had been involved in the investigation since then. “Members of
various classes were involved in the
incident,” reported Lt. Jeffrey Horton.
“Under Maryland law, everyone pre-

sent [at the time of the theft] is guilty
of theft,” he continued. It is believed
that over ten GU students were present at the time. Prosecution will not
be undertaken providing return of the
figure and restitution. Such prosecution could have prevented graduation
for the seniors involved.
Three juveniles were apprehended
carrying a keg of beer behind White

Gravenor. The trio and the keg were
transported to the Second District
police headquarters, where the keg
remains. Two kegs had disappeared
from parties May 20 and the day
before. When students returned kegs

after a Friday evening Hall of Nations
party they discovered that they were
missing one. The day before one was

taken from a party in Village A. It has’
not been determined if either of these
is the source of the stolen keg.

During the "move out” days GUPS
received reports of stolen luggage and
similar personal belongings. Most of
the suitcases which had been left

unattended turned up several days after

they were reported stolen in the GUPS
Lost and Found.
Charles Lamb, Director of Protective
Services, will be hosting the conference
of College Law Enforcement Officers
which will be held in this city in early
June. Law enforcement officers will be

attending from colleges and universities
across the country.

The
Alumni Association
welcomes
The Class of 1983
as its newest members
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1983 Senior Week Successful
by Mary Prahinski

great success,” reported Dean William
Schuerman of the gathering which
Sunday night attracted over 350 students and faculty members. Following
the dinner itself, Master of Ceremonies

HOYA Editor in Chief
The

week

before

| Money

“The Senior Faculty Banquet was a

graduation

and

after finals has traditionally been reserved for parties and other festivities.
Senior Week this year has included a
retreat, dances, a senior/faculty banquet, follies, and it will conclude with
the Ball, Tropaia, and graduation.
Senior Class Committee Chairman
Marc Newman described the week as
“successful” and added “for the most
part the events were well attended.”
The Senior Ball is scheduled for this
evening, it will be the last of the major
activities sponsored by the Senior Class
Committee. Ball-Co-Chairman Clay
Hysell reported that they expect 2500
to 2700 to attend the 9:00 p.m. to
dawn celebration. Wednesday evening
250 more unreserved tickets were
added, these may be purchased today
through 5:00 p.m. Hysell advises seniors

and Banquet chairman Dan Lahart
introduced the evening's speakers, Rev.

Paul

McCarren

S.J., Chairman

Fine

Arts Department, Jacquie Valdespino

(CAS '83)
President
Treasurer.
tion slide

and
for
The
show

George Houston, Vice
Financial Affairs and
New Student orientaand the singing of the

Alma Mater preceded the after dinner
social hour.

Two hundred and fifty pairs of students entered Monday's Senior Crawl.
The three-legged race took them from
White Gravenor around campus to a

Nations.

The

“Greaseband”

and

pig,

tropical

dishes

and

drinks

at

Tropical Night on Harbin field. A steel
band provided music to chat and dance
to throughout the festivities.
Thursday, University President Fr.
Timothy Healy, S.J. hosted a day-long

picnic and barbeque at a suburban
Virginia park. The Senior Follies in
Gaston Hall provided entertainment
for Thursday evening. It was followed
- by a party in Healy Basement.
Feelings about
the week
were
summed up by Senior Class Committee member Dan Lahart: “Never having

been to a Senior Week before, it was

evening almost 200 students went on
the Senior Cruise on the Potomac.
They danced under the stars and a

here. This year the Senior Class Com-

be no admittance without one. “Security this year is increased, we will have
15 to 20 GUPS officers and outside
security people until 7 a.m.”

party.
Almost 1100 attended Tuesday evening’s Fifties dance in the Hall of

to

an

already

crowded

post

cruise

the River

costumes contributed to the success of
the evening. Wednesday evening students dined on a feast of roast suckling

really a great

little rain before returning to campus

way

to end

four years

mittee has tried to focus our different

activities on

the goal of class unity

resulting in a positive Georgetown experience. With the greater efforts of

Senior Week including the addition of
the

Senior-Faculty

banquet,

I think

that we have achieved our goal.”
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Congratulations!
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to Arabic, have been

blessed with the title of “designated for excellence.”
There is little question that something had
to be done. Many graduate programs were
facing low enrollment and high costs. But a far
more important question is how this action
was

taken,

and

what

are the implications

of

this action. Why did the Graduate review
committee ignore the faculty of these departments while making this decision? Why did
they violate parts of the graduate by-laws and
keep the entire matter a secret? Why did this
review committee (composed, incidentally, of

©

its members,

to most

every

other

decision,

made here, should say one thing: democracy
at a private university is anomaly.
The word “University” connotes both an
undergraduate and graduate presence. Yet,
for many students, 1983 will mark the end of
much of what a “University” means. And while
reconsideration appears doubtful, we ask those
who run this “University” to look out of their
window and ask themselves: Is this University
truly a place of distinction? The outer structure
may say yes, but there is an inner structure
that casts a far different answer.
And sadly, they might never look past the
outside.

No Announcement Yet

a

a
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of graduation,

but

the

students

should

be

informed of their speaker. They have waited
four years to be able to march across Healy
Lawn in cap and gown and to listen to a
meaningful speech to send them on their way
out beyond the Gates at 37th and O Sts.
We question the reasons for setting this
precedent of not making an early announcement. Is it done to prevent any organized
protests against some controversial speaker or
truly for the reasons stated? Is the precedent
for the future being set so that they may have a
very controversial speaker and not fear any
protests or complaints from anyone, be it
students, alumni, faculty or those not directly

connected with the campus?
Students at a University, especially a liberal
arts university should be willing to listen to all
speakers. One of the principles of a liberal
education is to listen to different view points
and learn from them. This is idealistic, but if

students have confidence placed in them that
they will behave appropriately they will be
more likely to do so.
The graduation ceremony belongs to both
the graduates and the administrators. The
students receive honors through it while the
administrators are responsible for the event.
If it is unsuccessful, it is them upon whom

all

blame is placed. In this light, we can understand administrators wanting to prevent protests which disrupt and degrade the ceremony.
The protests can be not only annoying but
dangerous. The flying champagne corks: of
two years ago could have caused injury to the
students, guests or the speakers. Administrators do not want this to happen so have felt
forced to take action to stop it?
The students of the University should be
given notice of their commencement speaker
in advance of the rest of the world. It is their
ceremony, hence they should in the future be
included in the selection process for the
speakers. This would prevent larger protests
from occuring because the students will have
at least had a say in the matter in advance
rather than after the fact.

This is the Hoya’s last issue of the semester,
our final edition with the staff including our
advisor Sarah McClendon that has served us

well over the past year. We have worked together to provide a quality product which
covers the Georgetown Campus and the surrounding area. Through our combined efforts
we have improved, but we still can get better.
Sarah McClendon has served as the HOYA'’s
advisor for the past two years. In this capacity
she

has

provided

counsel,

guidance

and

criticism to our editors, staff members and
writers. She has taken time out from her position as a national journalist who covers
Washington and the White House to spend
time with us in Copley basement.
You may remember Sarah as the older lady
who asks the President pointed questions at
his news conferences. We will remember her
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for her critiques of the paper and her opinions
of what we should and should not cover.
Citing plans to participate in new television
shows, expand her appearances, and to increase
the scope of her weekly column, Sarah stated
that she would not be able to adequately carry
out the required duties for this post. Consequently she declined to submit her application
for the position.
The criticism we received from her during
her weekly critiques helped us to work to try
to improve both the writing and editing of this
paper. Working on a college newspaper is a
learning experience and having someone who
can comment on and teach us from his/her

experience is a very helpful addition.
Thank you Sarah, for taking the time these

past two years and serving as our advisor.
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This letter was received by the Office
of Campus Ministries, and a copy was
forwarded to the HOYA.

senioritis, a new love, late english pa-

To the Editor,

I have imagined that the Lord would
work through me here and in oftentimes unclear ways; me encouraging

As a 1982 graduate

of the college

and a current member of the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps: California/SW, I
would like to urge your office to
publicize and promote the JVC experience more widely. Last spring, I
found myself, a confused and indecisive senior, searching for a challeng-

ing volunteer opportunity as an alternative to graduate school, interviewing and unemployment. Research in
the Career Planning and Placement
Office yielded information on several
programs but none sparked any lasting
interest. A JVC notice on the bulletin
board in Lauinger did, however, catch
my eye and arouse enough interest in
me to move me to attend an informational meeting with Dave Hinchon,
S.J. and a JV at S.O.M.E. in Washing-

ton,

Thank You, Sarah

Re

There

we—a

large

number

of

short

the

slide show,

available

and

scrambled

application

for

materials.

Despite lingering nervousness I walked
excitedly down Healy steps with Pris-

cilla O'Reilly (CAS ’82, JVC:NW

’82-

'83) intent upon writing for an application and sending it off immediately.
Confusion and indecision returned
quickly while I waited, yet I pulled
myself together by early May to send
my application and essay in spite of
my parent's cynicism and my own
doubts.
Almost one year later, after seven

months of living the JVC experience
of simple

lifestyle, Christian

commu-

nity, and the promotion of social justice, I find myself quite happily “ruined
for life” (the JVC motto!) and convinced that this is one of the better

decisions I have made in this young
life. I work as a youth ministry coordinator for 2 parishes
small town of about

in Hanford, a
20,000 in the

middle of California’s huge and economically depressed (and soggy!) agricultural San Joaquin Valley, a long
way from my previous suburban New
York and DC lifestyles. In contrast to
my previous housemate experiences,
our small community of three, including a dentist and youth counselor, has
grown closer and more understanding
of each other, the people we serve and
work with, our faith, and our God
Whose love we try to share and see in
others—in the best and worst of situations.

At this time last year, my life revolved around Bob's famous ice cream,

pers, and the Hoya’s march to the final four in New Orleans. Never would

fifty-plus kids to sell 3000 raffle tickets
to pay for a two-day trip to a youth
rally and Disneyland, in a caravan of 4
vans, driving 14 (of 55) fickle adolescents over [5d infamous mountain
“grapevine” in the dark and rain,
explaining
about
infringing
upon
others’ rights to sleep to a small group
claiming the right to laugh and scream
’til daybreak, and laughing with these
valley kids as they attempt to open my
callpsible umbrella (it rains little here!)
and experience the first thrill of falling
snow while driving back over the
grapevine in the dark and rain? Nor
would I have ever pictured myself
planning how to make these kids conscious of the nuclear arms issue and
local hunger despite their claims of
“It’s not important,” “It’s stupid...

boring,” and “It doesn’t concern us.”
More Georgetowners need to know
about the opportunities for personal
growth, simple living, Christian community, and the promotion of social
justice available in the JVC —and they
need people who can answer questions
and calm worries about the JVC experience. My unscientific survey reveals
that Holy Cross, for example, has quite

a large

representation

in the

JVC

across the country. Many of these
folks with whom I have spoken speak
highly of the campus recruiting program which attracted them to the JVC.

Dear Class of 83,
This letter is just the thing you want
to read while you are sipping a beer
between Senior Week events. So,
please continue.
;
As I look over your four years, I see
some symbols of how Georgetown has
grown since you have been here. Some
of the recreation problems were solved
in 1979 when Yates was opened for
students. Housing problems were alleviated by the completion of Village A

that following Spring. The University’s
commitment to higher standards of
learning were represented in the building and renovation of the ICC and Old
North, respectively.
Hoya sports teams were also symbols

of our growth. In your freshman year,
the basketball team, went to the final

eight. Last year they advanced to the
received

To The Editor,
As the producer of Cabaret VII and
VIII, I may say that I have enjoyed
making money at Georgetown. Not
only have I been able to provide my
friends with a great party, but also I
have been able to “live it up” for two

years.

The Cabaret profits have been bountious enough to. send me through
Georgetown for the last two years. this
year with profits higher than ever; I
placed a deposit on a new Jaguar, with
license plates that read “CAB-SCAM.”
Next year Junior Lisa Semmes and

Junior Arlene Lotti will benefit form
the

immense

cash

flow

provided

by

Cabaret . . . the legacy goes on.
In response to Miss Jordan's May
6th “article:” No, Cabaret does not
“empty money into the pockets of the

Senior Class Committee.” Why should
I when I can have so much fun spend-

ing it on my own?
Consuelo M. Penichet
CAS "83
P.S. Anyone who would like details
of my own expenses may contact my
father, the proud owner of all my bills.

an NCAA

bid for the first

time. Your classmate Suzanne Kuhlman, made it to the Nationals in tennis.
These are symbols. Now let me make
the correlation
between
you and
Georgetown’s growth more distinct. It
was this year that Fr. Healy chose to
hold regular dinners with faculty mem-

pe
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here in the valley as contacts for those
on campus contemplating the JVC. I

am eager to answer questions and to
listen to worries and fears. Possibly a
listing of recent Georgetown volunteers could also be kept on file in your
office and in the Career Planning and
Placement Office for the same purpose.

I feel that it is important to place JVC
information in the CP&P Office for
those not involved in campus ministry’s

programs, for those like myself, who
seek volunteer information there first.
Closer to home, your office might
consider contacting the JVC community in DC and using the local volunteers as contacts for potential JVClers.

“As I mentioned earlier, “going JVC" i

“has been one of my better decisions,
find myself challenged by new an
different ideas, lifestyles, and people on
and relishing this time of personal and
spiritual growth. Both Priscilla and I
are convinced that increased JVC
publicity and information on campus
will work to awaken interest in Georgetowners searching for challenging experiences and opportunities for service to the poor, oppressed, and our
Lord.
:
Best wishes for a joyful summer!
Janet E. Cervi
CAS '82

bers and Seniors. It was this year that
the Senior Auction raised more money
than ever before. It was this year that
the cliquish Senior Week Committee
was changed to the broad-based Senior
Class Committee. These and other
things
happened
because
Seniors
wanted them to happen.
Special thanks go to three seniors

who made Hoyaville better. Thank to
Monica Medina who made Student
Government more respectable. She
was especially helpful in facillitating
my transition into Student Government. Thank you to Marc Newman
who as Chairman of the Senior Class
Committee, helped not only his class

become

united

but also sat through

hours of interviews and decisions as
guidance for the Class of ‘84. Thanks
to Joe Caspar who has put up with me
this semester. He listened to me, gave
me advice, and gave me money.
Congratulations Class of "83. Please
remember
Georgetown,
because
Georgetown will remember you.
Sincerely,

Flip Casper
President of the
Student Government
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small steps. I, for one, would like to
offer myself and my fellow volunteers

SC WishesSeniors of 1083 Well

final two. The baseball team this year

Connie Replies

Although I realize Georgetown should
work out a personalized program to
meet the needs and interests of its own
students and that this may evolve
slowly, I would like to suggest several

rR

FE EDITOR
A Few Words About Volunteerism

about the basics of the JVC, viewed a
The University administration has chosen
not to announce the speaker for the annual
commencement ceremonies until the day of or
the day before the event is scheduled. They
have stated that this is done because they would
like to set a precedent for the future, in case we
ever have the President or some similar high
official. For security reasons public appearances by people in such positions are not
released far in advance. They have also explained that an early announcement of a popular figure as commencement speaker could
draw many outsiders to the ceremony, taking
up spaces needed to house those who are
attending commencement to watch their
friends and relatives graduate.
We see the logic behind withholding of the
announcement until a few days before the date

:
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curious and nervous students— learned

ae
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from Chemistry

When graduate students shouted “We want
input” at a rally May 14, it was a cry for
something missing from this University too
long. From no student input on a secret Rank
and Tenure Committee that does not even
provide the faculty member in question to
observe the evidence to entire programs cut
without the support (much less knowledge) of

a

[He this,

maybe Big Tim
/ will’ make me
grad speaker?

their academic future. For nine programs, their
M.S. or Ph.D. is now diluted, and strangely
enough, they had no way to stop it.

with

NL

and Latin Area Studies Programs will see no
more students enter their ranks. Programs in
Government, Philosophy, and Economics have
been told to clean up their acts or face the same
suspension in two years. And nine other pro-

Hey,

Cartoon

ye

i

“Throughout this review”, writes Freeze, “we

have been guided by an unswerving demand
for quality and distinction”. Judging by the
way this action was carried out, an unswerving
demand for mediocrity seems more appropriate. It is one thing for an academic decision
to
be made, but quite another to bypass students and faculty in making profound decisions on

Rh

Graduate students in Physics, French, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, Italian, Accounting,
Portugese, and the suspended Russian area

louts.
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The report of the Middle States Evaluation
Committee was only a sign of what was to come
for many of Georgetown’s graduate programs.
For on May 6 of this year, while most people
were busily awaiting final exams, the University Board of Directors approved a restructuring of the Graduate School that has shaken the
very underpinnings of the University. And
while Provost J. Donald Freeze, S.J. claims
that “This is neither a retrenchment nor a
reduction in force,” nine programs will be
effectively finished effective this fall.

class

OS

the Deans done anything more than wait the
storm out?

Middle States visitation team, 1981.
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Except for
white, middle-

And why haven’t the University President and
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the likely consequences of the commitments it undertakes in selective doctoral
programs and in M.A. programs. Great
care must be taken to maintain the research quality of doctoral programs...”
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members of the “designated for excellence”
programs and not one member from a “suspended program” defy both the Graduate student and faculty senate and take their recommendations straight to the Board of Directors?

“We recommend that the University
undertake

— xr

Committment to Excellence?
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~ Viewpoint
Timothy S. Healy, S.J.

Freedom To Dissent: The University As An Open Forum
probing at authority. Most students at

one time or another tangle with it, not

vited

because

Wisconsin, Ambassador Jeanne Kirkpatrick at Berkeley and Sheik Ahmad
Zaki Yamani at Kansas were the

will stand still long enough for them to

Our critics take as given the basic
tidiness of government, industry and
the press, but authority within a university is tentative and dispersed. No
one is completely in charge, and no

measure

one

speakers, and the noise raised in their
defense is only slightly less deafening

cry out in Shakespearean

ye

the

past

speakers.

weeks,

Eldridge

the

Cleaver

at

or condoned

Let

snuff

the clearest defense of the university
as an open forum has come from uni-

Seely

versity people themselves through the
national associations that represent

and stu-

dents.
Whether or not they are aware of it,
our critics misread our vulnerability to
disruption.. They seem to think that
universities are orderly places, and if
they aren't, presidents and trustees

ought to make them so, even by force.
Force

is, however,

our last and

least

resource, and order in the universities
has seldom been more than skin-deep.
We order our planning, our upkeep,
our payrool and the lawns. But where
our most serious work is done, messiness, not to say a kind of anarchy, is

part of our nature.
Look first at our teaching. Our job is

to see whether

it

themselves against it.

me

not

eloquence:

live...to

process.

A

good

class

the challenge they put not only to his
students but to himself. He is also
aware of how hard he must crowd and
pull to make student growth go as far
as it can. The wrestle of mind on mind
fills both, and neither faculty member
nor student has much time for the dull
business of keeping the world, even

the world of the university, in good
trim. To learn and to teach are beautibut

at their

intense

best,

to put students in touch with beauty or

like laughter or pain, they distort.

thought and then watch what happens.
A young mind seeing for the first time
into Virgil, Plato or Burke undergoes

The faculty knows also the messiness
of research. Every scholar who finds
himself treading ground no one has
trod before feels as though he has

an intellectual chain reaction that is
minds are “fire and powder which as:

been spun off his native planet into a
solitary and chaotic orbit of specula-.

they kiss consume.”
Probing Authority: There is an anarchy in the being of our students. The
chaos of living in a 20-year-old body

tion, hypothesis and doubt. Anarchy
and loneliness go together. Scholarship
in which facts stay in line or ideas in
order is either vulgarization or echo.

uncontrollable. Great works and young

decisions

are made by faculties. Students want a
large say in the conduct of their lives

learn and grow.

knows the long reach of his ideas and

things,

Academic

with the windy heights where the young

crackles with intensity. The professor

ful

be.

tribute the seven goods of the university (people, space, money, books,
equipment, location and reputation)
but are bigger fools than they look if
they confuse the ground they walk

But faculty, too, are caught up in our

disorderly

should

on campus. Presidents and deans dis-

be the

Of younger spirits, whose apprehensive senses
All but new things disdain; whose
Judgements are
Mere fathers of their garments;
whose constancies
' Expire before their fashions.

the shouting:

presidents, faculty members

want

At times, the faculty, like partents,

than the than the shouts that drowned
their speeches. No one in the academy
approved

they

That growth touches all of us. The
faculty offer their experience and
knowledge and the students their imagination and energy. The shock between
them remakes all our worlds, including

our democracy.

Alfred North White-

learn firsthand how supple and streng-

head’s vision of the university as the
smithy where a people’s ideas and
forms are rethought and recast in “the
imaginative acquisition of knowledge”
is still true. That vision doesn’t work
where premises or conclusions go,untried or where a false neatness is
forcibly laid on.

thening

freedoms

are,

they

will

never learn to defend them. Imposed
order is a poor teacher for any free
people.

Persuasion: Our strong defense, on
halcyon as on stormy days, is a discipline as old as man’s mind. The worst
of our errors are academic and intel
lectual and we can, given time, correct
them. Correction comes not be crowd
control, but by reason, by the slow,
wearing rub of mind on mind. We live

Because we are open in our process
and open

our

in our places, we are delib-

erately vulnerable to ill-aimed force,
which can at times attack our own
freedom. The very being of a university makes it easy to disrupt, and our
centuries have taught us that we are

in

a

glass

house

that

beckons

the

booby’s stone, and none of the numer-

dent out of “the prison of his days.”
If America’s colleges are to be
roundly condemned because they feel
the best way to handle disruption is to
educated

disrupters,

then

something

of value to all of us will be lost. Our
faculties have at least one large body
of allies: the parents of their students.

Parents know how hard it is for the
young to grow without error, indeed
how impossible. They understand why
colleges react so often with ambiguous
patience. We who teach distrust force

of

because we take the parentage of the

admission can keep out boobies. All of

mind seriously, because like parents
we still at heart love our own.

weakly defended by policemen. A university’s great gift is the grant of room

ical

for young and old
dream, to rear great
A second gift is an
consequence should
down about our ears.

us deal with disrupters, but we try to

to speculate, to
buildings of ideas.
absolution from
those ideas crash
Unless the young

resort to force. We also know that
authority alone can never lead a stu-

barbed

wired

at

the

gates

civilize them, or at least hold them at
bay in the strong toils of talk, thought,
persuasion. All of us know the acrid
shame

of failure

whenever

we

must

The Rev. Timothy S. Healy, S.J., is
president of Georgetown University.
This article appeared in Newsweek,
May 23, 1983.

Don Bruckner

Does Father Healy Believe What He Preaches?
“...A university's great gift is the
grant of room for young and old to
speculate, to dream, to rear great
“buildings of ideas. A second gift is an
absolution from consequence should
those ideas crash down upon our ears.
Unless the young learn first hand how
supple and strenthening our freedoms
are, they will never learn to defend
them. Imposed order is a poor teacher
for any free people.
“... Correction comes not by crowd
control, but by reason, by the slow,
wearing rub of mind on mind . . . All of
us deal with disrupters, but we try to

Hi

civilize them, or at least hold them at
bay in the strong toils of talk, thought,
persuasion.”
Father Timothy Healty, S.J.
President, Georgetown University
NewsweekMay 23, 1983
I couldn't agree more. Our own
University President, in a national news
magazine, defends the right of students
to freely air their ideas and scolds
those who seek to control dissent

di

i

The HOYA
Friday, September 11, 1981

Does this sound like the same person?

through force rather than through rea-

Maybe there are two Father Healys.
One encourages freedom of expression,
and argues that reason, not force,

son. It sounds good, but does Father
Healy really believe it?
who is current-

should be used to answer dissent. The

ly on leave from Georgetown's government department in order to serve
as ambassador to the United Nations,
was the speaker for 1981 main campus
graduation ceremonies held May 24.
“The choice of Kirkpatrick as the

other threatens to cancel graduation
for the next three years when students
protest the naming of a controversial
commencement speaker on the day of
graduation. While the wisdom of the
student's actions can be questioned—

“Jeanne Kirkpatrick,

fi

“Shouting, upper-middle-class white
kids, demonstrating their social status
by spraying the landscape with champagne make an image no one wants
attached to this university. (he wrote)
“... the President suggested that, ‘It’s
now getting to the lout level, and we re
going to have to do something about
it

by his students and unanimous support
(15-0) from the History Department.
The 1982 graduating class of the School

of Foreign Service awarded Ricks the
“Distinguished Teaching Award,” while

the Graduate Student Association accepted him as Distinguished Graduate
Professor from among fourteen candi-

dates. During

his tenure

at George-

town, Ricks was outspoken for his
beliefs regarding US-Arab relations,
putting him at odds with the powerful
conservative element of the University.

The events surrounding the Ricks
decision are still secret, so secret that

Ricks himself has not seen one piece
of evidence submitted to the committee. “I have never seen the letters

(from other faculty), from outside
evaluators, from my own colleagues,
or ‘the

dean’s

letters,

much

minutes of the meetings.

less

the

In fact, its’

done in nearly total secrecy.”
Father Healy has the final decision
on the Rank and Tenure Committee's
recommendation, although he never
made the decision since Provost J. °
Donald Freeze, S.J. was acting presi-*

“Maybe there are two Fr. Healy’s. One encourages
freedom of expression... the other threatens to cancel
graduation. . . . ”»

dent during Healy's hospitalization this
summer. Healy has not contacted
Ricks, and Freeze “didn’t have the
time” in their only conversation after
the decision.
.
“What are the priorities at this Uni-

~ pw

versity?” Ricks wondered. ... A university is not just [for professional
speaker was not announced until the
day of graduation. According to an

article

in the Washington

Post,

the

delay was to allow flexibility in the
choice. . .
“One University official told the Post
that another reason for the late an. nouncement was to avoid any protest
demonstrations at the ceremonies.”
“In a letter to the Univeristy Board
of Directors, dated June 19, 1981, University President Timothy S. Healy,
S.J. proposed the suspension of graduation for two to three years, in order
to cork the champagne bottles which
dampened this year’s ceremony.

lobbing champagne corks at each other
isn't exactly an effective (or safe) means
of protest—Father Healy's response
seems a bit heavy handed.
Although, in the end, graduation
ceremonies were not cancelled, this
incident reveals an attitude here at
Georgetown that contradicts the principles so elequently put forth in the
Healy Newsweek editorial.
In June, 1982, for example, History

training], but an open forum, a place’

Professor Thomas Ricks was denied
tenure for an “sufficient evidence of
teaching scholarship” by an anonymous

the traditional rock concert on Copley
lawn due to a decision by Healy the

16-member

Rank

and

Tenure

Com-

mittee despite a 90% approval rating

to educate. If this is the trend, I'm
afraid that Georgetown University will
not last into the 21st
first-rate university.”

century

as

a

Two other incidents stand out as
examples of the University’s unwillingness to discuss an issue when ‘the
powers that be’ have already decided
the matter.

This spring, the adminis-

tration would not even discuss having
previous summer. Instead, students had

to settle for a bluegrass band on Harbin

- field. A few weeks ago, the Provost's

office announced its intention to drop
six graduate programs, to the surprise

Dan Lahart

of students and faculty alike. Again,
no ‘free exchange of ideas.’
What the present situation does is

The Senior-Faculty Banquet: The Georgetown F amily
I have found that there is one thing
in. particular that Seniors remember
after four years at Georgetown. Of
course we all remember our friends,
our favorite teachers, our worst teachers, and spring afternoons on Healy
lawns, but those memories are personal and differ from person to person.
Everyone remembers their first day at
Georgetown on that hot August afternoon, specifically we remember our
first meal at Marriott. The chefs carving the roast beef, big portions of
tender meat; hot, fresh vegetables and
potatoes. I could not believe that
people complained about the cafeteria
food at college. I know that I was
going to love the food there.
I was a naive freshman
Many trips were made to New South
by all of us since that first dinner. The
trips were no longer part of a celebration, but became merely a daily ritual
of sustenance.
The celebration returned last Sunday
at the Senior-Faculty Banquet. The
chefs produced a meal just as good as
the first, and the evening was just as

memorable. It was a new addition to
Senior Week, something which we
hope will become

a new Georgetown

tradition.
The overall purpose was to provide
seniors and faculty and administrators
with a chance to socialize and converse
in an atmosphere free of any antagonism and anxiety that may exist in a
classroom. Almost anybody would admit that one of Georgetown'’s biggest
assets is the faculty and how open they

are to. the students.
No one needed to worry about
grades or impressing any teachers, or
being accused of “brown nosing” their

teachers. The Banquet provided an
opportunity for those present to share

their

common

Georgetown

experi-

ences.
By having the Banquet during Senior

Week

we highlight the importance of

bringing together students and faculty.
Having a dinner in close proximity of
the Senior Ball was not seen as a
problem because the Ball is for fami-

lies. While the Banquet was also for

people “family” in a university context
is a difficult concept to understand.
The change brought on by graduation
takes place long before 11 a.m. on

May

29, 1983. It started as early as

September.

Senior

year

becomes

a

series of one last times. We note the
last time we will see the Fall colors of

the

the campus; the last time we have to
pre-register; the last time we can tray

Banquet was for us— the Georgetown
family.

down a snow-covered baseball hill; the
last time we take exams; and best of

Like any family we have gone
through both good and bad, shared
joys and supported each other during

all; the last time we ever fight to use
the one dryer working in the laundry

family,

it was

a different

kind,

times of trouble and pressure. Now the
family celebrates the graduation of the
young. And just like any big event, as
they approach we take time to reflect
on the present situation. Such reflec-

tion
things

will

make

have

us

realize

happened;

that

two

ship with the Georgetown family; 2) a
very big change has already occurred,
it happened slowly over four years.
The gradual change began the first

you

went

This

year-long

series

of last times

graduation excites us, scares us, and
makes us sentimental.
The Senior-Faculty Banquet com-

gether

we

shared

laughs

and

tears

while reflecting on our years here at
Georgetown.
The Senior-Faculty Banquet attested

bined familiarity and change. Unlike
the first Marriott dinner four years ago

to the existence

of the

Georgetown

Family. Every family has its traditions;
I think the Senior-Faculty Banquet

where you were lucky if you knew the
name of the person sitting next to you,

was filled with friends.

became

Everybody could relax and enjoy themselves— students and faculty alike. The
only tension present was the knowledge that for many it would be another
last time.

Sunday.

decisions

one

of those

traditions

last

Committee,
and chairman
of the
Senior-Faculty Banquet Committee.

may

have

had suffi-

cient grounds to deny tenure to Thomas Ricks. Maybe rock concerts aren’t
appropriate for Copley Lawn. Perhaps
the six discontinued graduate programs
didn’t merit the scarce resources necessary to prolong them. Nontheless, as

Father Healy himself points out, disputes such as these should be settled
through “talk, thought, [and] persuasion” rather than through pronounce-

ments from on high.

:

In other words, Father Healy, practice what you preach.

Dan Lahart (SBA 83) a graduating
Senior, is a member of the Senior Class

Brief after dinner talks by a couple

legitimate

Don Bruckner (CAS

83) a graduat-

ing senior, was Managing Editor of the
HOYA this past year.

Steve Skonberg

Financial Aid Policy Contradicts Jesuit Mission

1) graduation

will result in a change in our relation-

time

room.

The concept of change in the form of

otherwise

ure Committee

of faculty and students spoke to us
about where we might be going. To-

made us aware of the pending change.

the Banquet

make

open to question. The Rank and Ten-

to see

a professor

outside of a class, and after answering
any problems, the conversation drifted
to some completely different topic. A
sharing between student and faculty of
interests, ideas, and beers in the Tombs
promoted a deeper and richer educational experience. The “We v. Them”
relationship was deep within us, fostered by as many as twelve years of
schooling before arriving at Georgetown. It took time, effort, and a knowl-

The administration of any large
corporate body must be concerned
with the coordination of its many separate parts. Considerable effort must
be employed to ensure that the entire
organization operates in harmony with
its goals and objectives, its decreed
purpose and mission. In universities,

this framework

is minimized

demic concerns in order to enhance
the free flow of ideas and scholarly.
debate. Nonetheless, University administration employs such an organizational structure to make sure the ship

the

Gates— is financial aid policy. Not only

Coalition for the Homeless. Working
for a wage which ensured subsistence

MCFC members shamelessly suggest
that if a student can’t foot a $11,000

but little more, Hayes made headlines
by bringing a lawsuit against the city
to provide the homeless with a shelter,

plus bill perhaps that student is unworthy of a Georgetown education.
These individuals have already in-

a suit which was won. In honoring
these exemplary individuals, George-

formed me that they aim to cut finan-

is financial aid policy a source of hot
debate, it has also produced undeniable

contradictions,
racy.

perhaps

even

hypoc;

town

Within the last six months, GU has
granted

honorary

degrees

to two

re-

markable individuals. Nearly a year
ago, Mother Theresa of Calcutta

intended

to

set

them

up

as

examples of what a Jesuit education
hopes to produce. The development
of a “stronger

sense

of community,

better serve

one dedicated to serve: is actually one
of the six goals of the Main Campus.
In light of this, the sentiment of
prominent faculty and administration
members serving on the Main Campus

Uni-

her God and fellow man is one George-

Finance Committee deserves intense

versity now write five year plans, which

town rightfully desired to applaud and
encourage among their students. A
few short months ago, the University

questioning. While the President and
the Provost grant honors upon those
who forsake material wealth in re-

. runs smoothly in the desired direction.

graced our campus with a speech at
the 1982 Commencement exercises.

Her example of abandoning material
In this spirit, the Law, Medical and

Main Campuses of Georgetown

Unfortunately, some people never
fully understood the benefits from
developing a new relationship. They
realized that it was easier and safer to

develop general goals for themselves

stay with

For these

Wall Street law firm to lead New York’s

in aca-

edge of the adversarial relationship
before we could overcome it.

the old system.

ty plus objectives in the Main Campus
Five Year Plan—and a source of considerable inharmony within Healy

and

specific

strategies

to implement

wealth so that she might

these themes into concrete action. One

likewise honored Robert Hayes at the

sponse to what they see as their mission

subject of great concern conspiculous-

Senior Convocation. Hayes, a member

ly absent among these six goals and fif-

of the Class of 1973, left a prominent

as. Christians in order to serve those
who can’t serve themselves— perhaps

highest

of

human

ideals—some

cial aid “to the bone” if they can next
year, even beyond the point where
individuals in their income bracket
could not afford to send their kids to

Georgetown.
I wonder if Bob
to send his kids
wonder how much
from Georgetown

Hayes will be able
to Georgetown? I
an honorary degree
is worth in a pawn-

shop.
Steve Skonberg (SBA

83), a gradu-

ating senior, served as the Student
representative one the MCFC since
1981, and as Chairman of its subcommittee on Financial Aid Appropriations
last year.
-

|

a

translates into the 20-year-old’s steady

Over

Ss

nation’s

colleges have taken a beating because
of loudmouths who shouted down in-

:
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HE

RMAF

ST

2 Gays

SUMMER HOUSING

“ONE HELLUVA SALOON”’
“ONE HELLUVA MEAL”

po

:
Are you staying

Sun.

HALF PRICE BURGER NIGHT

Mon..

': lb. New York Strip Steak with Fries, Tes Style Toast... $4.95

Tues.

‘ALL YOU CAN EAT” Buffalo Style Chicken Wings .. ...... $2.95

Wed.

And now we commend
you to God and to
his gracious word,

in Washington, D.C. for the Summer?
|

Grilled Marinated Breast of Chicken ....................... $3.95

which has power to

:

buil d you

WELL,

|

Thurs. Open Face Prime Rib Sandwich on French Bread ............ $3.95
Fri.
Sat.

Fried Oysters with Fries, Cole Slaw .............0.. ieee, $3.95
Stuffed Boneless Chicken Breast with Vegetable .......... ... $3.95

up an d give

you your

ori

heritage

among all those
dedicated
INVESTM

E NT

PROPERTI

to Him.

ES

has housing available for occupancy

— The University Chaplains

from June 1 thru August 14.
You can rent a space or a house.
For additional information please call

No

3205 K St. NW (At Wisconsin Ave.)

625-4520.

8

A

Congratulations
Class of 1983
from Financia

| Affairs
NR

Congratulations
te
The Most Successful

Senior Class Committee Ever-

EE

—_—_n“n_ne

For The Best Senior Week!

om
All your friends in Healy Basement
(Who had to put up with vou all year!)

A
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Biondi and John Copeland

HOYA Staff Writers
Le Bistro Francais
3128 M Street
338-3830, Reservations Suggested
Fairly Expensive
*

k

Kk

Kk

Quality of food: Par excellence. Kudos to anyone who can find a poor dish
on the menu of this superb French restaurant. There 1s a fairly wide selection of both meat and seafood; especially recommended are the Margret
de Canard a I'Orange (duck wings with
orange sauce), all of the veal dishes,
and the Blanquette de St. Jacques aux
Poireaux
— truly delicious scallops in
cream sauce. In addition to the regular
offerings, there are a number of daily
specialties often catering to more exotic tastes (or rather “bizarre” tastes)
— featured are cold calf brains, veal
kidneys and swordfish. If coffee and
dessert is the highlight of your meal,
the Bistro will not disappoint you.
Atmosphere: The lighting is dim,
the conversation

soft, the wine light—

but take care that your neighbor's
elbow does not become part of your
Salade Bistro. If your date has left for
the restroom and you feel a smooth
foot gliding up your leg, it may well be
that bearded gent two tables away. In
other words, though there is a definite
aura of romance, the Bistro may get a
bit cramped, especially on weekends.
Nonetheless, it is one of the nicer
“couples” restaurants in Georgetown,
and
equally
enjoyable
for ‘larger
groups.
Price: To leave satisfied one should
order a three course meal and as a
result‘ may spend more than expected.
While the entrees average close to ten
dollars, the cost quickly escalates with
hors d'oeuvres, desserts and wine. But
dish sizes become a minor concern in
light of the superior quality of the
food.
Ultimately, the Bistro Francais is a
must for fans of fine French cuisine.
El Torito
3222 M Street
342-2290, No Reservations
Inexpensive
kook
Kx
Kh
Quality of food:

Kh

For lovers of Mex-

ican food, El Torito is the place to go.
From burritos and chimicnangas to

enchiladas and tacos. the.variety.and..

quality combine to make this
Georgetown’s most popular
rants. The eight page menu is
sively Mexican, and the food

one of
restauexcluexclu-

sively filling and delicious. The Burrito
Colorado (“Almost as wide as the river
itself”), the original “Mammoth Tostada,” the Macho Chimi and anyone of
the many combos are all proof that El
Torito well deserves its unequaled position as the five star “Hoya” king. The
attentive waiters fill your nacho bowl
even more often than they do your
water glass.

In true Mexican

tradition, the hot

is even a Nudeburger, for you weightwatching
voyeurs,
which
comes
“dressed only in a slice of cheese and
reclining on a bed of fresh greens.”
While most are burgerlicious, beneath
Ditto

for the sandwiches—for

what

they are, they are quite tasty.
one is in the mood for less casual fare.

Among

the offerings are quiche lor-

raine, fried oysters and spaghetti, all at

quite

reasonable

prices.

If you

but the 45 ounce “No Bull” Margarita

tion of coffee.

elegant surroundings.

Atmosphere:

Mr.

Desserts

Smith's

purports

to be “the friendliest place in town,”
and generally lives up to that claim.
The downstairs/bar area often gets
noisy, hence people prefer the upstairs,

frequently

featuring

a pianist.

Mr.

and the help quite friendly (ask for

Smith’s outdoor dining “room” is one
of a very few in Georgetown, and one
of the restaurant’s most appealing
characteristics.
A warning to those under twentyone: waitresses usually check I.D.s, so
if you plan on ordering one of the

Dina the hostess). Rarely is crowding a
problem —get a booth if possible—as

restaurant’s infamous daiquiris, try to
get a waiter (they usually play it cool).

spacious of

Georgetown’s establishments. Fountains, flamingos and the original lighting add to El Torito’s distinct charm.
Price: All of the above at five to

seven dollars per entree makes the
restaurant uniquely attractive. For
those with perpetually thin wallets and
equally ravenous appetites, the check
comes as a pleasant relief. The food,
the service and the cost may lead even
the cheapest student to leave a fifteen
per cent tip.

Price:

The

till 4:00 AM on Fridays and Saturdays).

costs

that the Wineburger, accompanied by

a bottle of 1902 St. Emilon, is priced
at $699.00— most other dishes are four
dollars. With a steak and champagne
appetite you may spend more, but
rarely over eight dollars per entree.

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICANTS

Mr. Smith's
3104 M Street
333-3104, No Reservations

Inexpensive
kx

burger

kl

The Georgetown Reuben is especially
good, as are many of the club sandwiches. Though the sandwich fare is
relatively standard, other offerings are
more enticing: the fresh fruit salad
contains coconuts, walnuts and raisins,
while a number of the desserts are
Haagen Daz creations.
The quantity varies greatly. While
the Italian dishes and some platters
prove too much for a single sitting,
other dishes only whet the appetite.
When in doubt, ask which items are

eight dollars, due entirely to the fact

GO!

*x

average

*

kx

Quality of Food: The specialties:
hamburgers and sandwiches. On the
whole, the food is good, though rarely
spectacular. The “Variations on a
Theme,” for you multi-national buffs,
include the Greekburger (with feta
cheese and sliced olives), the Mexicanburger (covered with chili), the
Germanburger (smothered in sauerkraut), and the Orientalburger (with
soy sauce, onions.and peppers). There

Accelerated

three-year program

jointly with St. George's

University, and major southeast U.S.A. university.
We

have placed hundreds

style. Almost anything goes, from
shorts to a leisure suit (for the fashion

Quality of food: The food at the
American Cafe is quite good. The
seafood and meat are always fresh,
and the fruit delectable. Many of the
offerings are homemade, one employ* ee enthusiastically asserted as she
handed out the menus. She added,
“The baked beans are our specialty—
the best anywhere.”
The restaurant’s main concerns are
sandwiches and salads, and as such is
popular for lunch and late night snacks
(Late night clientele are served until
3:00 AM Sunday through Thursday;

are limited, but there is a good selec-

(that’s right—about a quart and a half

this is one of the more

*

are

going to spend $13.50 for steak and
shrimp, though, you might want a little

of students into the best English

speaking foreign medical schools...including St. George's
University in the world’s highest ECFMG average
English speaking

school.

Call or write for our 1983 Bulletin describing how we can help
you obtain a quality medical

education.

.

"Pay only on acceptance.”

Personal, professional Caribbean specialists since 1975.

VC

Medical
Educational
Corporation

the most filling.
Atmosphere: The American Cafe is
a common Georgetown hang-out, so if
you enjoy the company of typical G.U.
students you will probably have a good
time. The atmosphere is friendly, but
not lively; relaxed, but not Mr. Smith's

casual. The style is quiet modern, and
the name serves as an accurate portrayal—a European cafe, American

The American Cafe
1211 Wisconsin Avenue
337-3600, No Reservations
Moderate

Mr. Smith's offers other specials if

more

can” drinkers.
Atmosphere: Recipient of the 1982
Washingtonian Best New Restaurant
Award, the restaurant is as equally
well-suited for Junior's third grade
birthday party (the waiters sing a
modern version of “Happy Birthday”
so poor that it defies description) as
for a relaxed, romantic evening. The
decor is bright, the atmosphere festive,

Mr. Smith’s is a lively, fun, casual
place which aspires to be nothing more,
and succeeds.

all the fanfare is still just ground beef.

food will certainly necessitate a cold
drink. The Pina Coladas are superb,

of booze) is a must for all those “I bet I

more, but rarely over eight dollars per

entree.

conscious), through a three-piece is
pushing it.
Price: For a soup-sandwich-salad

place, which

is what

the Cafe

Dear Graduates:

The Office of Public Relations plans
Ii

GU activities and graduation to your
hometown newspapers. Please fill
out the section below and return it at
your earliest convenience to Anne
Klass,
Public
Relations
Office,
Georgetown University, 302 Healy
Building, 37th and O Streets, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20057. Should you
have any questions, please feel free
to call 625-3599 for further information. Many thanks.

I

NAME
DEGREE
COLLEGE AND MAJOR
PARENTS’ NAME(S)
AND ADDRESS(ES)
ACADEMIC HONORS/ACTIVITIES AT GU

(212) 441-7074

HOMETOWN

PAPER(S)

& ADDRESS(ES)

Congratulations
Class of 83

Have

Well Miss You!
School of Languages
and Linguistics

LESS

CONTACT
With Your Contacts!

Now, you can enjoy the advantages of

extended wear contacts, including Hydrocurve
and Permalens. At the CONTACT LENS CLINIC,
we fit extended-wear lenses which correct practically every common vision problem. In fact,

WELCOME

to Miller Time
Tom Epes

we've been fitting extended-wear lenses ever
since they first came out two years ago. These
lenses — are more comfortable than conventional lenses and only need to be removed
once every two weeks. We also camry astigmatic
and bifocal extended-wear lenses.

Fee includes eye examination, fitting, patient
instruction, solution lens care kit and
follow-up care.
So start now. . .and you'll soon have less

contact with your contacts. Call today for
an appointment.

Congratulations from your
friends at

es

PREMIUM DISTRIBUTORS

————

4

to send out press releases about your

Florida office: 2119 Embassy Drive, West Palm Beach Fl 33401
New York office: 117-01 Park Lane South, Kew Gardens NY. 11418

(305) 683-6222

boils

down to, the dishes are rather expensive. But the food is generally praiseworthy, and if one chooses a filling
entree as well, the meal is well worth
the cost. If you are a chic Hoya, or are
trying to become one, you should eat
at the American Cafe at least once—
just to say you've been there.

—LLL

by Gianna

=

A Taste Around Town: Where To Eat Commencement Weekend...

Rs

rl

re

ee

Features

Dr. Robert O. Breece, Optometrist

1910 K Street, NW. Washington, D.C.

(202) 466-7830

I

|
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George Lucas’ Revengeof T he Jedi: The Trilogy’ S
the film's surprises.
Return of the Jedi opens in space off

by Greg Kitsock

rar

HOYA

Staff Writer

There is only one serious problem
with Return of the Jedi, the latest,
climactic installment in the Star Wars
trilogy. Like the TIE fighters and the
Millenium Falcon and the speeder
bikes, it flies by at much too fast a clip
for all the wonderful details to be fully
‘appreciated.
Technically, the film is superb. The
special effects and make-up almost
make the original Star Wars look like
an old Buck Rogers serial by com-

parison. The actors have matured and
evolved in their roles, with Mark

Mayhew), Leia, and finally Luke arrives

the planet Endor, where the Empire is

on the scene in an unsuccessful attempt
to ransom Solo peacefully. One at a

building a new, more potent Death
Star. Darth Vader (David Prowse) is
supervising the project personally. If
completed, it will mean the end of the

The two droids are forced into servitude as lackeys. Leia is forced to don
an exotic dancer's outfit and is chained

Rebel Alliance. However, before they
can thwart Vader again, Luke and his
friends first have a rescue mission to
pull

off:

retrieve

Han

Solo

(Harrison

Ford), frozen in carbonite, from the
clutches of the interstellar crime kingpin Jabba the Hutt.
Jabba is one of the series’ most
incredible creations. He is a repulsive,

overstuffed

toad

of a creature

who

Hamill as Luke and Carrie Fisher as ’ gulps down live lizards, puffs on a
water pipe and engages in all manner
Princess Leia coming off especially
well.
of villain in his desert lair. Surrounding him is an entourage of aliens almost
And yes, the plot twists will certainly
as bizarre.
stun many viewers—even those who
read that article in Cinemafantastique
C-3PO (Anthony Daniels), R2D2
(Kenny
Baker),
Chewbacca
(Peter
magazine which purported to reveal

time, Jabba enslaves or imprisons them.

to the Hutt (Her costume is the film's
closest flirtation with an R rating).
Luke is thrown into a dungeon to face
a ravenous monster.
The struggle to free Han climaxes in

the middle of the desert, as Jabba tries
to forcefeed our heroes to what
literally a huge, living stomach.

is

The action shifts shortly afterwards
to a forested

moon

of Endor,

where

Luke, Leia and a thawed-out Han head
an assault force against an imperial
power station. Meanwhile, a fleet of
rebel ships commanded by Han Solo’s
pal Lando Calrissian (Billy Dee Williams) is gearing up for a raid on the

yet uncompleted Death Star.

Protective Services

congratulates
the Class of 1983
and wishes the
ntire Student Body
an enjoyable and
safe summer

On

Endor’s

moon,

rebels

are

nologically primitve but tenacious in
battle. Luke becomes a captive of the

Imperial forces, and is_hauled before
the Emperor. He is offered a choice:
conversion

to the

Dark

Side

of the

Se

In addition to the other regulars, Sir

DEALERS/distributors.

call IDS, 299-8001.
WASHINGTON'S NEW POLITICAL
satire magazine seeks office worker.
Typing and organizational skills a
must. Hours and pay negotiable.

Call Mole Magazine, 667-1949.
ENGLAND
TRAVELERS.
Save
hundreds of dollars. Travel tip sheet.
Send $1.98 to: 1698 Oriole Dr.,
Blacksburg, VA 24060.

ENGLAND
EXPERIENCED

SECRETARY

wants typing to do at home. Has
IBM
electronic typewriter.
Call
657-4719 after 5 o'clock or weekends. (Near Woodward & Lothrop’s
on Wisconsin.)

TYPING

EARN

$1.00

per page.
Cheryl

W.

Pick up
Brown.

EXTRA

INCOME!

High-

paying temporary jobs for students
with excellent typing skills (70+
wpm,
accurate) and secretarial
experience. Most jobs in DC or
Virginia law offices. If you have one
or more free days a week, call:

INDEPENDENT STAFFING, 5222932.
LUCRATIVE SUMMER/LIFE-TIME
business!!

Free

information!!

Box

495-C7, Moberly, MO 65270.

TRAVELERS.

Save

hundreds of dollars. Travel tip sheet.
Send $1.98 to: 1698 Oriole Dr.,
Blacksburg, VA 24060.

HAVE

YOUR

DIPLOMA

custom

framed. See ad for discount coupon.
‘P Street Pictures, 2611 P Street,

NW, 337-0066.
AUCTION-BEDFORD,
VA. 4 BR
Dream
house-2%
acres.
Martin
Realty— 1-703-586-2323.

Bicycle-Motobecane Grand Sprint.
19" Vitus 88 Frame. Alloy components and extras. Used a handful
of times-$240. Days-ext. 7839, eves.

298-9140.
LAST CALL—Club

E202

will

be

closing up shop in just three short
days. Charter members
Francis
“Leonid” Slakey, CB “Wildman”
Stevens,
George
“Razorback”
Askew, and the infamous DEEF will
be moving on to bigger and better
things. Thanks Guppies and Dean
Stott for a great year!!!

TELEMARKETING-NO

SELLING.

Campaign Marketing Group. Earn
extra cash by working part-time on

McDiarmid), who actually did appear
as a hologram in The Empire Strikes
Back. He is a glowering, wizened old

man

whose

command

Capitol Hill as a phone fundraiser.
Start at $4.10 per hour (weekends
start at $6.00 per hour). Just two
blocks from Metro. Call Mr. Davis at
544-0400.

DRIVERS,

PACKERS,

HELPERS.

Fidelty Storage needs careful and
energetic men and women to pack
and load household goods this
summer. Contract and hourly positions available. 3901 Ironwood PI,
Landover,
MD
773-3555;
6308
Gravel Ave., Alexandria, VA 9715300; 1420 U St., NW, Washington,

DC

667-6176;

430

S.

Pickett,

Alexandria, VA 751-3287.

HOW

TO GET A VISA or Master-

Card with bad credit, low income or
to establish credit. For info send
$7.00 to Jaz-Man Financial Consultants, P.O. Box 91355, Lafayette,

LA 70509.
GEORGETOWN TYPING and transcribing. Impeccable. 337-0575.
95% OF OUR GRADUATES
ARE EMPLOYED!

Inve$t 2 months this summer
in your future.
Learn practical business skills that
will enable you to gain quick access
to the job market.
Small classes: placement assistance.
Summer programs start on
May 2 and July 11.
Call 466-5070 for information
GEORGETOWN SECRETARIAL
COLLEGE
1326-18th Street, N.W.
Convenient to METRO
IF YOU HAVE $160 and a way to
New York, you can be in Europe by
the day after tomorrow. For details,
call AIRHITCH, toll-free (800) 3721234.

ILLIES 21
BEVERAGE STORE

Georgetown
Wisconsin & K Sts. NW

Over 100 selections of Champagne!
2101

Georgetown University
School of Nursing

Pennsylvania Avenue,
Telephone 331-7171
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Prices

JOHNNY SPORTCOAT
and THE CASUALS
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NOOK
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/

WEEKEND!

free adm. 7:30-9:00 PM

Sun., June 5, 9 PM

WISHBONE

ASH

books,

fz re

Graduates

EVERY

THE ROAD DUCKS

aE

the

GREAT LIVE
ROCK & ROLL

Sun., May 29, 9 PM

BADER,

Ase

Tveors

333-2897

N. W,

(RRLING

+499

Congratulates

of the Force

equals Vader's, and who almost overshadow the Dark Lord as a villain.
The relationships between the major

-

Oth Anniversary of
its founding
(1903-1983)

‘new face is that of the Emperor (lan

Alec Guinness reappears as the luminous spectre of Obi-Wan Kenobi, and
Frank Oz returns as Luke’s teacher,
the Jedi master Yoda. Jeremy Bullock
is back, very briefly, as the bounty
hunter Boba Feet.

SALES

TOWNHOUSE to rent. 4 blks. from
campus on GUTS line. 3 BR's upstairs & English basement apt. Accommodates 6. Rents as one unit.
Call 654-3809. After May 30.

On the

Next to Jabba, the most interesting

Force or death.

Wanted for diamond mining & cutting firm. Sell precious gems for
investment & jewelry. Free training.
Earnings
over
$20,000
yearly.
(Commission only.) For information,

and delivery.
894-2654.

rat ean.

the

aided by a race of animated Teddy
bears called Ewoks, who are tech-

right to
warm

beer

effective

limit
only,

SIA

Tues., June

7, 9 PM

DIXIE SUITE
Thur, June 9, 9 PM

SCANDAL

Wed., June 22, 8 & 11

PM

KRIS KRISTOFFERSON
Tickets at Ticketron &
The Bayou Nightly

-

Ee

EE

>

pe —
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Tremendous Conclusion
characters change and intesify, and
not all make it through the movie
intact. Discretion forbids me from
revealing further details, except to say

over the desert background. The
Ewoks, besides being a bit too cute
and commercial for my taste, are not
entirely convincing. Viewed from be-

in furry pajamas.
Return of the Jedi is currently playing at the MacArthur and Jenifer
cinemas. It's the perfect way to cap

that all loose ends are wrapped up.
hind, they are all too obviously actors
3
You'll find out whether Darth Vader is |

wealy

Lukes

father,

and

who

IGE
AX CINEMA
'N’ Xx

“the

Return of the Jedi does suffer from
a few flaws. The pace is often so
frenetic that the characters—and au-

dience—are

~~ graduation weekend.

DRAFTHOUSE

scarcely given a chance

to catch their breath.
In particular, creator George Lucas

NOW SHOWING!

and director Richard Marquand try to

“THE VERDICT”

pack too much into the trilogy’s grand

starring

finale. The climactic sequence of Star

PAUL NEWMAN

Wars, you will recall, focused the
viewer's attention on a single event:
the rebels’ assault on the Death Star.
In The Empire Strikes Back, the action
is two-thrusted: Luke and Vader duel
with light sabres, while Leia, Lando

SHOWTIMES

DAILY| | ADMISSION

7:30 & 9:45 | [ALL TIMES:
FRI. 8 SAT,

MIDNIGHT

and Chewbacca escape separately.

S$

SHOWS

2.00

NOW HIRING PART TIME HELP
©0900 (301)656-3337 000°

In Return of the Jedi, however, the

climax is three-pronged: Han and Leia
lead the battle on the moon’s surface,

the Imperial and rebel fleets engage
one another in space, and Luke confronts the Emperor and Vader. Each

Srepra

ee Ho

GMAT § Aone

e

of these events merits our full attention.
But the plot has them unfold concurrently, so Marquand cuts repeatedly
from one battlefield to another. The

effect is dizzying.
Nothing about Return of the Jedi
could be called shoddy, but some
effects work better than others. Jabba’s
sail barge is noticably superimposed

Ic]

Pp KAP

Csi

WITNESSES

—

Superbowl Sunday

XO] AINMUD) YIOZ

plea se

"

244-1456
Come Visit Our Center

Eduestional antes
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1838

Who saw my son run over
by a car on “M" Street
evening

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

|

4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008

C all

Centers in Major US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Zurich, Switzerland

554-4437, evenings.

IZOD GOES IRISH

The Final Conflict: (Clockwise) an Imperial Star Destroyer nears the new Death Star; Han Solo held captive

by Ewoks; Chewbacca, Princess Leia, and C-3PO0; a slobbering Jabba the Hutt, an Ewok, George Lucas on
the set in Arizona; and Luke Skywalker faces off with Darth Vader; opposite page— Skywalker surrounded

by the creatures of Jabba's court.

...in the style and

fabrics

you know and love so well.

SNA LR

Does the End of the
Term mean
the End
of your
Insurance
Protection?

Trade in your alligator for
our very own shamrock
shirts
made
by
Izod
exclusively for the Irish
Corner at The Threepenny
Bit.
Sizes: SIM/L/XL

BAT

*29.00

=

| Also available, our Tennis Shorts by
|ZOD (with the Shamrock,
in colors; green, white

and khaki; Sizes 30-40.
The

If your insurance ends
when you leave school,
you
are
unprotected
against illness or acci“dent. Short Term protection from Time Insurance provides basic
hospital coverage. . . for
60,

90,

120,

days.

At

180

or 365

reasonable

rates. And the plan can
be signed and issued on
the spot, with coverage

Phone

00

Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 338-1338

coverage for pre-existing
conditions.

Name

]

|

A BIG THANK YOU TO:
MIKE BENTO
G.U.R.A.

(You could not ask for a better friend!)
(How do you explain 4 years of blood, sweat, and

PROFESSOR VALERIE EARLE
VALERIE and ANDY
FATHER HEALY

(Tough but fair, what teaching is all about.)
(Only one can sing but together their song is sweet.)
(If only we could all get to see how nice and caring

JOHN

THE HENLEY EIGHT

(HLS better watch out! [Whose books will Darren
carry now?))
(Camaraderie, friendship, and love. A team both on

PAUL BLAND
JOHN QUINN
ANDREW BLAKE KREEFT

(Florida and Dan Mica better watch their asses.)
(Made Georgetown a nice place to be.)
(1/2 of the ego twins, crew would not be the same

MONICA MEDINA
LAURA and MARC
GWRA

(Jessie’s Girl, Glamore Girl, more lovable than you or I.)
(It is hard trying to live up to perfection.)
(Where would GURA be without the Crewtons? Also,
Congrats on all those Golds!)
(Religion made easy, sort of.)
(The brightest person I know, and a good friend
when he lets you in.)
(He ain't easy, he’s my brother.)
(If only he could be here so I could thank him.)
(Thanks for a great two months and a better future!)

he really is.)

BARRET

and off the water!)

without him.)

Zip.

Telephone

REED STENHOUSE

CHRIS and PAT
RON KLAIN
KENNY and SHARON
ARNONOLD vanAMERIGEN
NANCY McANIFF

and, last but not least, my parents:

Reed Stenhouse Inc. of Washington, D.C.
1140 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 601
‘Washington, D.C. 20036
202 296-6440
Telex 89 2527

|

tears?)

You
may need this
necessary
protection.
Let me tell you about it.

International Insurance Brokers

|

|

mail orders: add $2.50 for

All Major credit cards accepted.

a
il
:
beginning
immediately.
Of course, there's no

State. ~~.

|

shipping and handling.

| am interested:

Address
City

and

$y

3122 M Street, N.W.

Treenenty
4

of course)

PAT and PHIL

THANK

(I love you both more now than ever before!)

YOU ALL FOR THE BEST
OF MY LIFE!!

FOUR

YEARS

|

a

AY
TWA
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to everyone

that

they were tired of taking a back seat.
by Yvette J. Liebesman

HOYA Staff Writer
On Thursday, May 12, the Hoya
nine played in the 8th annual ECAC
Southern Division Tournament. It was
the first time since 1922 that the
post-season

tournament.

They

2-0 in the double-elimination
and

entered

the

finals

were

on

May

14,

Lolly Liverance was back in the boat,

In the fifth inning the Hoyas increased their lead 6-0. Catcher Fred

The Hoyas scored twice more in the

bow, and the Maureen Kseniak-Ellen
Miskovsky combination was more than
ever providing the starboard power in
the stern. Lynne Kosobucki has won

senior lightweight captain Mike Carducci, Andy Ponte, Chris Rapp, and

gold medals in international competi-

Texan

advanced

where they fell to William and Mary in
a double-header, 2-1 and 10-8.

to third and scored on hits

by O'Meara

and

DeMarco,

respec-

one, the Hoyas took a 2-0

tively.
Starting Pitcher Tom Bass had given
up just three scattered hits in the first
five innings when the Spiders rallied in
the sixth for three runs on two hits and
a homerun by Richmond catcher Andy
Allanson. Bass got out of the inning by
retiring the next three batters.

lead, in the first inning. A bunt by
Bruce Selin and a double by Steve
Iannini set up Chris O'Meara, whose

Sal Vitiello took the mound with the
bases loaded and no out. A hit batter

Seniors

Sal

Vitiello

and

Chris

O'Meara led the team to their first two
victories

Richmond
Madison

against

the

Spiders
Dukes

University

and

the

respectively,

of

James
Vitiello

collecting both wins in relief.
In game

Bass was relieved in the seventh and

single to center gave the Hoyas a
two-run lead. Georgetown increased

brought

in the next

Richmond

run,

their lead to 3-0 when in the fourth
when O’Meara reached first on a
throwing error, took second and third

George Pace, however, hit a line drive

reducing the lead to 6-4. Richmond's
to firstbaseman O'Meara, who then
tagged first, resulting in an unassisted

double

on another error by Richmond pitcher

play. Richmond's

Allanson

eighth with hits by Keefe, Selin and
Iannini. Richmond

scored once more

in the nineth, but in the end, the

Hoyas were victorious.
The

second

game

was

played

on

Friday, May 13, against James Madison
University. Chris O'Meara was 3 for 4,

Cheryl

Thompson,

head

coach

Selin, Iannini and RBI singles by Kaull
and O'Meara. O'Meara knocked in
five of the six runs scored by Georgetown, including the game winning
two-out, two-run homerun
in the
eighth. Junior pitcher Ed Burke started
the game and was relieved by Vitiello

in the eighth.
The Hoyas played William and Mary
on Saturday, but the game was postponed on account of rain. Sunday, the
Hoyas dropped two games; the first,

2-1 in 10 innings and the second, 10-8.
William

NCAA

and

Mary

went

on

to

the

tournament.

has been

named

the head

coach

at

Georgetown University, announced
Francis X. Rienzo, director of athlet-

ics at Georgetown. Thompson replaces
Mary Briese, who resigned after posting a 10-15 record this season.

Thompson,

who

has

been

dedededede dekh de

head

coach at Woodson for the past seven
seasons, led her squad to a 27-1 record
this season, the Virginia Class AAA

Special to the HOYA

four national ranking in USA

Today.

Two three-time All American athletes, who also happened to be fouryear roomates, were named co-winners

Columbia

Coach

of Georgetown University’s Robert A.
Duffy Scholar-Athlete Award.

State

Championship,

and

a number

She was named the 1982 District of
Metropolitan

Area

of the Year by the Washington Post.
In March she coached the Virginia

Suzzane

All-Stars to a victory over the Mary-

land/D.C. All-Stars in the McDonald’s
Capital Classic. It was the third conThompson is a native of Oriental,
North Carolina, and a 1972 graduate
of East Carolina University, where she
was a two-time MVP in basketball.
“We are very pleased,” Rienzo said,
“that we were able to attract a capable

ons.

she

(Hunt-

:

PREPARE

FOR

Our
45th
Year

MCAT -LSAT-GMAT
SAT-ACT-DAT-GRE-CPA
« Opportunity to make

a

up missed

lessons.
* Voluminous home-study materials
constantly updated by researchers expert in their field.

_* Opportunity

to

the

top

25

in

the

country

in

road

racing, and has qualified for the national championships in every indoor
and outdoor season since her freshman
year. She has earned All-East honors

twice in cross country and four times
in track.
Kuhlman, a physics major, won the

NCAA

Division II National Champi-

onship last week. She had reached the
finals of the national Division II tennis
tournament as a junior and the semifinals in her freshman and sophomore
years. In the Division I Tournament
Kuhlman lost in the first round to Gigi
Fernandez, a Clemson freshman who
went all the way to the finals before

falling 6-3, 2-6, 6-7, to Southern California freshman Beth Herr.

Fernandez came within one point of
winning

the

championship,

leading

Herr 6-4 in the third set tiebreaker
before

succumbing

champion.

Herr

to

the

eventual

has tentatively

an-

nounced that she will choose to turn
pro and not defend her title next year.
Kuhlman won all 60 of her dual
matches during her Georgetown career, and, including tournament play,

has compiled a 124-6 record in four

THE EARLY
+ Permanent Centers open days,
evenings and weekends.
* Low hourly cost. Dedicated fulltime staff.
* Complete TEST-n-TAPES¥facilities
for review of class lessons and
supplementary materials.
* Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

Mitchell,

Palladino

Palladino, a classics major, owns the
tenth best time in the world in the
10-mile road event, She is ranked in

coach with such a successful record in
are confident

(Fort

Pia

The similarity in their college careers
does not end with their All-America
honors. Both are captains of their
respective teams; both are MVP's; and
both are three-time Eastern champi-

coach the team.

area. We

and

ington, New York) shared the honor
for the 1982-83 academic year.

- secutive year she had been chosen to

the D.C.

Kuhlman

Kentucky)

transfer

continue study at
over 100 centers.

any

to and
of

was

Staff Writer

With the end of the track season for
most of the Hoya members, coaches

Joe Lang and Pam Fanaritas will lose a
total of eighteen competitors to graduation.

Among

Americans,

these

several

two who earned
athletic awards.

Richard

six

All-

co-captains,

and

are

special

Caton,

academic/

a member

of the

American Collegiate 4x800 record
team, won several titles at the Penn
Relays and was an All-American. The
economics major shares three school
records. Aubrey McKitchen was also
part of the record 4x800 relay squad,
an

All-American.

Cross-country

our

years of collegiate competition.
fall she won the inaugural Big
women’s singles championship.

Last
East

American studies, was also an AllAmerican. Sullivan was also a member
of the IC4A 2-mile relay championship squad. Patrick McCabe was also

an All-American, competing on both
the IC4A and NCAA Distance Medley
champion relays. McCabe, a physics
major, was a track captain this season.

Pia Palladino tied for the Duffy
_ Scholar/Athlete award as the top woman’s senior student-athlete. The twotime All-American is in the top ten

all-time in the world in the 10-mile
run. She holds or shares nine school
records. William Dougherty won the
track
team's outstanding
scholarathlete award. Dougherty, who will
attend law school at either Michigan
or Chicago, lettered in track, crosscountry, and long-distance running.
English major Jace Gatewood was a
member of the American record Dis-

tance Medley Relay team. Gatewood
holds

or shares

three

Jack

Lawrence

is a five-time

winner

who

holds

school

three

AVAILABLE

GRE-PSYCH & BIO » MAT + PCAT = OCAT » VAT - TOEFL
MSKP + NMB « VQE - ECFMG + FLEX + NDB RN BDS
SSAT + PSAT » SAT ACHIEVEMENTS
SPEED READING

counting

420) Connecticut Ave., NW.
Washington,
D.C. 20008

all-time

letter
top

major

Bill

Dean,

who

also

won five letters, will be working for a
Big Eight Accounting firm this year.
Sara Cashen also earned All-American honors, and she is a member of
the Indoor Record DMR team. Mary
Taylor, the women's track MUA and a
co-captain this year, will use her gov-

Best of Luck to the
1983 Graduates of
Georgetown University
The Office of
Investment Properties
BRIDGE
CLASSES

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

244-1436

marks.

ten cross-country performances. Ac-

Summer Classes In Preparation
for Your Fall 1983 Exams
COURSES

in the

by Pat Tadie
HOYA

Join our “Early Bird” and
OTHER

back

could not catch Georgetown’s other
JV Eight in the final. Stroking the first

The Varsity Heavies, showing the determination to win, (Whit Fosburgh
was pulling so hard he sufferd a stress
fracture in his rib) rowed to an upset-

JV Eight to a silver medal finish was

ting 4th place finish in the Petit Final.
Senior captain Stan Figura, winning

senior Tim Bukowski. Behind him was

the squad's MVP award and long the

Randy Ralph.

steady power

in the six seat, looks to

his one year off before grad school to
row in international competition.

Georgetown Track Finishes An Excellent Season

and

Thompson said she is looking forward to the opportunity “of coaching
collegiate student-athletes at such an
outstanding academic institution. I
welcome the challenge of NCAA and
Big East Conference competition.”

Woodson High School in Fairfax, Va.,

Brown

captain John Sullivan, who majored in

at W.T. Woodson.”

of

Beth

in addition to being an NCAA qualifier

can continue the same winning tradition at Georgetown that she established

the women’s basketball team at W. T.

Mary

and each hit was a key one. The
Dukes took an early lead, but the
Hoyas tied it in the fourth with hits by

Georgetown Sports Shorts
Special to the HOY A

do it again. After placing second in
their heat, the Ebert, with seniors Steve
Grieder, John Volpe, and Tom Martin,

knocked in two runs to tie the ball
game before the side was retired.

respectively, and each advanced on a
sacrifice by Selin. Keefe scored on a
hit by Iannini and third baseman Kurt
Kaull knocked in Pendley. Iannini

playoff

a

Mark Turner, and scored on a hit by
Chris DeMarco.

Keefe and shortstop Bill Pendley began
the rally with a walk and a single

Georgetown Baseball team entered a

won

387-8907.

ernment major as a trainee for a large
Eastern bank. She also is a member of
three school-record relays. Math major
Dean Olawski holds or shares twelve
top-ten Hoya performances, and he
will work for a P.R. firm after graduation.
Three-letter
winner
Chris
McCabe, a history major, was also the
initiator of the Long Distance Runner
team at Georgetown. Finance major
Derrick Wenger, who earned two letters, holds the fourth-best javelin throw
in GU history. Accounting major Tim
Foley also was a long distance runner,
competing in events from 200 meters

to the marathon. Foley will be attending Loyola Law School this fall.

After having run his first three years
at GU, Ted Murphy was the manager
this year. The History/Government

a
a
w

SRY
a
=
Tl
or

3
y

major has enlisted in the Army at Ft.
Bragg. Two first-year runners will also
be graduating. SES grad Heidi Bulich
lettered in cross-country. She will attend law school in the near future.
Biology major Mark Farmer also com-

peted for his first this year. He will be
attending GU Medical school this fall.
Both coaches will be hard-pressed
to replace this year’s graduates. How-

ever,

as Coach

Lange

pointed

out,

“They're not only excellent athletes,
they're very talented. Itis a very diverse
group.”

Jeff Scharpf

End ForA Great Champion?
by Jeff Scharpf
HOYA

Associate Editor

“The Sweet Science is a harsh
mistress, and under her cruel
rules the deadliest sin is to give
up under punishment. The most
damning criticism that can be
made of a fighter is to say, in the
parlance of the fight mob, that
he is a bit ofa kivi or that he has
a touch of the geezer in him,
meaning a streak of cowardice’

long-time manager Carlos Eleta begged

him to give up the quest. After Laing,
it was adviser Luis Henriquez and Don
King who wanted Duran to stop chasing the ghost.

All the while Duran grew angrier.
Angry at those who deserted him,
angry at the people of his native Panama, angry at almost everyone who

wanted him to forget the unforgettable. Once a champion, always a champion, goes the old saying. Then, just
when it appeared that the old Robert
Duran had fallen to the test of time, he

—Red Smith.
Truer words have never been writ- re-appeared just as suddenly as he had
ten. One great champion has had to left in that eighth round in the Super-

live with this ignominy since the night dome.
January 29 in Los Angeles the old
of November 25, 1980 in New Orleans.
In a 24-foot ring in the Superdome familiar "Manos de Piedra” returned
Roberto Duran, one of the greatest for at least one night. On that night
lightweight champions in the illustrious Duran knocked out Pipino Cuevas,
history of boxing, uttered the four the former World Boxing Association
most shameful words a Latin fighter welterweight champion, in four brutal
rounds. True, the skeptics will argue,
can speak, "No mas, No mas.”
It would take much convincing to although Pipino is only 25 he is a
shake the conviction of this writer that much-battered ten-year veteran of the
Duran was sick or injured, for Duran ring wars. True, Cuevas is only a mere
was not, is not, nor ever will be a shadow of the once fine champion he
quitter. Yet, he has had to live with was. But, more important, the fire
this undeserving label for nearly two inside Duran had been rekindled, the
reflexes and hand speed had returned
and one-half years.
After surrendering his welterweight once more. “Cholo” was reborn.
And June 16 promises to be one of
title to the now-retired Ray Leonard,
Duran fell into a deep state of depres- the most interesting fight nights in
sion (read much eating, little if any recent years. Although the young
training), accentuated by lackluster Moore is only a veteran of thirteen
wins over Nino Gonzales, Luigi Min- professional fights, many boxing exchillo, and Jimmy Batten, while losing perts consider him on the verge of
to Wilfred Benitez and Kirklaind Laing. greatness. Moore combines a mix of
Kirklaind Laing? Duran was slow and speed and power, and is ringwise
out of shape, and opponents even took beyond his three professional camto taunting Duran, an act that would paigns. Many questions will be anhave been suicide against a younger swered this night. Is Moore a legitiDuran. A younger Duran who struck mate champion, even one who will
terror into the hearts of mere-mortal prove to be a great fighter? Is the old
lightweights while accumulating a rec- Duran dead, or will he become the
ord of 63-1 with 51 knockouts (his only seventh man in the history of boxing
loss being a non-title decision to to win titles in three different weight
Esteban Delesus, which Duran later classes?
This fight has something for everyavenged twice with knockouts.
Yet, something has changed. The one. The young, powerful champion
fire is back, and Duran has appeared against the old, battel-scarred, onceto have shaken the deep depression invincible former champion. The speed
that aborted his one previous come- and finesse of Moore versus the relentback attempt. Duran is as ready as he less attack of Duran. The boxer against
will ever be to challenge Davey Moore the fighter. Those fortunate enough to
for the World Boxing Association jun- be present in the Garden (what better
ior middleweight championship June place to hold a genuine title match)
16 in Madison Square Garden. For could be in for quite a treat. RegardDuran this is his last chance, the last less of the winner, the world of boxing
stop on the road for this great cham- will gain something. In Moore, they
will gain a legitimate champion, and a
pion.
After Duran lost to Leonard his two young one with a great future at that.
great trainers, the venerable Freddie In Duran, they will recall the memories
Brown and Ray Arcel left Roberto’s of the days gone by when Roberto was
camp, and urged him to retire from king and the boxing world was his

the ring wars. After the loss to Benitez,
Panama Lewis, his new trainer, and

empire.
lose?

How

can

the boxing

world

NN:

boat, demonstrated

by senior Chip Nichols, who

gold medal his freshman year and was
convinced his old wooden boat could

BSag
Sn

that boat are Marianne Noble and
women's captain Jill Jameson.
The seniors in the Women’s Varsity
Eight, comprising two-thirds of the

graduation. Coxswain Andy Kind's experience and leadership will be dearly
missed. Andy Kreeft, stroke-man for
four straight years, and Win Brown,
rowing right behind him, also graduate.

~

in

wv

missed

a

sadly
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will
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old wooden shell named the Ebert,
rumored to be the fastest boat in
Georgetown’s boathouse, was stroked

well but finished sixth.
The Men's Varsity Heavyweight
Eight loses almost its entire stern to

4

sap tl

seniors

The two JV Eights wound up together
in the six boat final at the Vails. The

)

em

Hoya Nine Falls Short of NCAA's

responsible for the successful weekend.
Mary Beth Norton stroked the JV Eight
to a first-place finish and collected her
third Dad Vail gold medal. Other

Marietta and Trinity, the competition
was frightening. Georgetown rowed

|

a

Hoya runner slides safely into third.

the largest collegiate regatta in the
world.
The women’s squad was largely

Heavyweight Eight won a bronze, but
the upperclassmen had more troubles.
The JV Lightweight Eights had an
interesting intrasquad rivalry going on.

Eight

q

UBWISIqI] 110A &

Georgetown took the overall point
trophy, winning the 45th running of

The Freshmen Lightweight Eight
won a silver medal and the freshmen

the

or

Madison, Wisconsin.

stroked

ia

finish line in so many events that the
competition was overwhelmed, and

en’s Crew is preparing now to race at
the U.S. Nationals this summer in

Thompson

with powerful senior Steve Downing
in the four seat, wiry Charlie Gamble
in three, Jim Kublan in two and Mike
Noon in the bow.
With strong and steady Tom Jones
the lone senior in the Men's JV Heavyweight Eight, this boat will be tough to
beat next year. This year, racing in a
final against the Florida Institute of
Technology, Coast Guard, Temple,

=

Navy, Western Ontario, and Trinity to
get the gold. The Georgetown Wom-

Mark

eR

annual Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia. Proving that there is strength
in numbers, the 120 rowers swept the
blue and grey-colored oars across the

and rowing with fine bladework, finished a disappointing sixth in the final.

"

Team finished the 1983 regular season
with a triumphant showing at the

etest. With senior coxwain Barb Neville
in control, Lynne stroked the Varsity
Eight smoothly through the likes of

v
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The
Men's
Varsity Lightweight
Eight, filled with exceptional athletes
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tion but when the team works together
an entire year for the Dad Vail Championships a victory there is the swe-
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Crew Wins The Dad Vail Regatta
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